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Large-Scale Digitization Initiatives

1. Google Books Library Project

2. Open Content Alliance

Early American Public Libraries

2. Carnegie Library Program

Summary
This dissertation employs a sociotechnical-structurationist perspective to compare the motivations, internal self-definitions, 
and initial implementations of four large-scale attempts to democratize access to book-based information, two historical and 
two contemporary (right). Drawing on archival materials and semi-structured interviews, this research provides insight into 
the "structural residue" that such large-scale projects leave behind for future information access efforts to contend with, the 
boundaries on supposedly "universal" user bases, and factors that play into the attainment of massive scale.

Cases (2x2)

MethodologyResearch Questions
RQ1 (“Why”): What were the initial motivations for 
pursuing each project expressed by and among key 
stakeholders? 
RQ2 (“What”): How did those responsible for casting the 
initial shape of each project conceive of what they were 
doing – or hoping to do – in terms of audience and 
collections?  

RQ3 (“How”): How did each project ultimately go about 
implementing the goals and definitions outlined in RQ2, in 
terms of policies/procedures and physical/digital structures? 
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Factors in Achieving Scale

"Structural Residue"

Durable elements of information access 
initiatives (e.g. buildings, book files) that 
outlast the initiatives themselves, and 

shape the possibilities for future 
information access…for better or worse

Leadership

Charles Jewett, BPL

Larry Page, Google

Vision/Naïveté
Early leader(s) had money, passion, 
didn't know what was "impossible"

Delegation
Highly skilled, detail-oriented 
individuals to make grand vision real

Systematization & Standardization
Enables delegation, reduces 
operational overhead needed 
for successive increases in scale

The Carnegie Program offered 
standard floor plans

Google developed a standard library 
partnership contract

Early Libraries Digitization Initiatives

Data 
Collection

Evidence 
Obtained

Data 
Analysis

- Archival visits:
    - Boston Public Library, CCNY Archives
      at Columbia, Carnegie Papers at LoC
- Digitized docs online
- Secondary sources

- 18 Semi-structured interviews
    - Project leaders at Google, Internet 
      Archive, 10 early partner libraries
- Primary-source docs online
- Secondary sources

- Correspondence, meeting
  minutes, annual reports
- Government documents
  outlining policy settings

- Firsthand accounts of design/
  policy decision-making
- Press releases, contracts, terms of 
  service statements, FAQs

- Primary texts: Analytical-inductive, emergent coding & content analysis
- Secondary texts: Purposive, confirm/contest primary texts 
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